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In this article a hnear operator, K, defined on a Hdbert space equrpped with 
a chain of orthoprojectors is considered. It IS proved that if K enjoys a particular 
property with respect to the cham of orthoprojectors, then the series ~~~a K” 
converges m the umform operator norm. The proof uses purely algebraic 
techmques and does not require compactness of K. As such, it is a sign&cant 
generalization of the well-known \rolterra prmciple of mverston. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A bounded linear operator P on a Hilbert space H is called an ortho- 

projector if for all pairs x, y E Hz one has (Px, y) = (x, Py), and P2x = P.Y. 
If P1 and P2 are two orthoprojectors, the symbol P1 < Pz is used to indicate 
that P,H (the range of P1) is contained in P,H. A set ‘$3 of orthoprojectors is 
called a chain if for every pair P1 , Pz E ‘$3 one has either P1 < Pz or P2 < P1; 
the chain ‘$ is called bordered if it contains the null operator 0, and the identity 
operator I; v is closed if it has the property that whenever a sequence of 
orthoprojectors {Pz} C ‘$3 has a limit, lim{P,x} = Px for all x E H, then P E ‘$. 
A chain z is a partition of ‘$3 if z is composed of a finite number of ortho- 
projectors in ‘p. If z1 and za are two partitions of !$3, the symbol z2 3 zr will 
indicate that if P E x1 , then P E z2 . 

Suppose that @(a) is an operator-valued function which associates to each 
partition z of ‘!JJ a bounded operator a(z): H + H. The operator T is said 
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to be a uniform limit point of the function Q(m) if given any E > 0, there 
exists a partition z such that for any other partition z with the property 
x I) z, , one has 1 Q(z) - T 1 < c. 

Suppose that Y is a bounded operator in H, where H is equipped with a 
bordered and closed chain ‘$3, and consider the operator valued function 
S(.) defined as follows; if z = (0 = P, < Pr ..* < P,-r < P,, = I} is a 
partition of the bordered and closed chain ‘$3, then S(z) = Cy=, AP,YP,-, , 
where AP, = P, - Pppl . If S( .) has a unique uniform limit point, T, then 
we shall denote this limit point by (m) Jg dPYP which is said to converge 
to T. Similarly if Pz-l is replaced by AP, in the definition of S(e) and a limit 
point exists, it is denoted by sv dPYdP.l 

The principal result of this paper is embodied in the theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Suppose that a linear, bounded operator K on a Hilbert space 
H satisjes K = m Jrp dPKP, where ‘p is a closed bordered chain in H. Then 
the series Cf,, Kn converges in the uniform operator norm. 

It is noted that less general forms of this theorem have been offered by 
other authors. In particular, an early version of Theorem 1 was established 
by Volterra [5] whose principle of inversion establishes the validity of Theo- 
rem 1 in the special case where H is given by the space of square integrable 
functions on the real line, L, , and K is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L, . 
More recently, this latter result has been extended to the case where His any 
abstract Hilbert space [l]. Finally, Gohberg and Krein [4], have proved 
Theorem 1 in the case where K is a compact operator. 

To illustrate the content of the theorem and associated notation, we consider 
the following simple example. 

EXAIWLE 1. Let H be given by L,[O, co), the Hilbert space of real-valued 
Lebesgue square integrable functions defmed on the interval [0, co). Consider 
the bounded, linear operator K defined as follows. If X, y ELJO, co) and 
y = Kx, then 

y(t) = s,” h(t, s) x(s) ds + ,4t> f At - 7,) +A 
7X=0 

where: h(*, .) is a Lebesgue square integrable Kernel; {g,} is an 4, sequence, 
i.e. Cf, 1 g, 1 < co, and the sequence {TV} is such that 7. > 0 and ~,+r > r,,; 

1 All the concepts presented up to this point are taken directly from the book of 
Gohberg and Krein [4, Sections 1.3 and 1.41 and are included for completeness. 
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This operator K satisfies the condition K = (m) J’g dPKP, where Fp is 
the bordered and closed chain of orthoprojectors indexed by t E [0, CO) 
and defined as follows. If x, y EL,[O, co) and x = Pty, then x(s) = y(s) for 
s E [0, t), and x(s) = 0 for s E [t, co); when t = 00, then Pwx = x. In short, 
K satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, and we conclude that the series 
xFCp=, Km converges in the uniform operator norm. This conclusion could not 
have been obtained from earlier versions of Theorem 1, because K is not 
necessarily Hilbert-Schmidt nor compact. 

2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

The proof of Theorem 1 will be developed in steps using a sequence of 
four lemmas. Throughout the following, H is a Hilbert space equipped with 
the bordered and closed chain of orthoprojectors ‘!I$ and K is a bounded 
linear operator on H. Moreover, P and Q are orthoprojectors in ‘4 with 
Q > P; the difference Q - P will be represented by the symbol A. 

LEMMA I. If K = (m) Jrp dPKP, then K is such that PK = PKP for 
every PE ?JJ, and jq dPKdP = 0. 

LEMMA 2. If 1 K 1 < 1, then I - K is invertible and (I - K)-l = C,“=, Kn, 
where the series converges in the uniform operator topology; moreover, this 
series is absolutely convergent in the sense that 

Tl=O n-o 

LEMMA 3. If (I - PKP) and (I - AKA) are invertible and ifPK = PKP, 
then I - QKQ, is invertible and 

Q(I - QKQ)-’ = P(I - PKZ’)-l + (I - AKA)-l [A + AKP(I - PKP)-‘I. 

LEMMA 4. Suppose I - PKP is invertible and its inverse is computed by 
the convergent series 

(I - PKP)-l = f (PKP)J. 
I=0 

Suppose that 11 AKA 11 < 1 and that PK = PKP. Then, I - QKQ is invett- 
ible; moreover, the inverse is computed by the convergent series 

(I - QKQY = ;o(~~~~. 
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Lemma 1 is a consequence of the definition of (m) SF0 dPKP. The proof 
Gohberg and Krein [4, Theorem 6.1, p. 271 carries over to the new setting 
without change and will not be repeated here. Lemma 2 is a familiar con- 
sequence of the Banach contraction principle [2, p. 1311. 

Lemma 3 can be established by manipulation. Note first that PA = AP = 0 
and PKA = 0 and hence 

Q(I- QKQ) = {(p - PKP) + (A - AKA) - AKP}. 

It is then easy to verify that 

(P(i - PKP)-’ + (I - AKA)-l A[I+ KP(I - PKP)-11) Q(I - QKQ) = Q, 

Q(1- QKQ) {P(I - PKP)-l + (I - AKA)-l A[I+ KP(I - PKP)-11) = Q. 

Recognizing this as the right and left inverse, Lemma 3 follows. 
As for Lemma 4, a more formal proof is appropriate. First note that the 

condition 1) AKA 11 < 1 implies the existence of (I - AKA)-l; moreover, the 
series expansion of Lemma 2 holds and this series is absolutely convergent. 
Using Eq. (1) and the series expansion of (I - AKA)-l in the result of 
Lemma 3, we have 

QV - QKQ)-’ (2) 

= p f (PKP), + A f (AKA)j + A f (AKA)j KP .f (pKp)I. 
3=0 J=O J=O i=O 

Because the series in AKA is absolutely convergent, a natural generalization 
of the Cauchy product of two series theorem can be invoked, (see [6, p. 651). 
The rearrangement we need is embodied in the indentity 

f (AKA)’ KP ‘f (PKP)2 = f k’(AKA)” KP(PKP)~-1-q. 
3=0 Z=O 3=1q=o 

Using this, Eq. (2) becomes 

QV - QKQY 

= P + A + f [p(PKP)j + A(AKA)j + A y (AKA)* KP(PKP),-‘-a] 
34 Q=O 

The desired result is now a consequence of the operator equality 

3-l 

(QKQ)f = (PKPY + (AKA)3 + A c (AKA)* KP(PKP)3-l-9, 
G-0 

wherej = 1, 2,... 

(3) 
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The validity of Eq. (3) can be easily verified by an inductive process. It is 
true for j = 1, that is, PKP + AKA + AKP = QKQ. Now, using this 
latter equality, we see that 

[(PKP)’ + (AKA), + A F (AKA)‘l KP(PKP)‘-l-g] QKQ 
Q=o 

= [(PKP)‘+’ + (AKA)j+l + A i (AKA)g KP(PKP)j-Q] , 
q=o 

forj = 1, 2,.... 

3. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT 

From the hypothesis that K = (m) Ja dPKP, it follows that s dPKdP = 0 
(Lemma 1). This implies that there exists a partition 

z = {P, = 0, PI )...) P, = I} E q3 

such that 

where Ai = P, - Ptel. This, in turn, implies that 

I UA, I < 1, i = 1, 2 ,...) N. 

Applying Lemma 2, I - P,KP, , and I - A,KA, , i = 1,2 ,..., N, are 
invertible. Moreover, from Lemma 3, one has 

(I - P,KP,)-l = $’ (P,KP,)” 
n=0 

(4) 

and 

(I - A,KA,)-l = 5 (A,KA,)“. (5) 
?I=0 

From Eqs. (4) and (5), we can apply iteratively, Lemma 4 and obtain that 
the series CL0 (P,KPi)n is uniformly convergent for each i = 2, 3,..., N. 
For i = N, this implies the convergence of CzEo K”. 
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